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Abstract

It is known that the organic molecules can provide an effective means to manipulate the surface properties of the biodegradable

ceramic. There are two ways to modify the surface of the biodegradable ceramic by organic molecules. The first one is through
surface adsorption but organic molecules will easily be washed out in the physiological environment. The second approach is to graft
organic molecules through covalent bond to the hydroxyl groups that are available on the surface of the ceramics. Isocyanate group

has been reported as a coupling agent for hydroxyapatite and organic molecule. The studies showed that the isocyanate could react
with hydroxyl groups of hydroxyapatite and form a covalent bond between isocyanate and hydroxyapatite. In the study,
hexamethylene diisocyanate (HMDI) was used as coupling agent and calcium hydrogenphosphate (CaHPO4, CHP) was the
candidate ceramic. CHP will react with HMDI at the temperature of 208C, 308C, 408C, 508C, 608C, and 708C for 4 h. Dibutyltin
dilaurate and hydroquinone were used as catalyst and inhibitor, respectively. The effect of reaction temperature on the grafted yield
will be described. The linkage between CHP and HMDI will be characterized by DTA, TGA, FTIR, XRD, and 31P, 13C liquid state
NMR. From the results, we successfully modified the surface of CHP with coupling agent of HMDI. The grafted yield of HMDI on

CHP was increasing with the reaction temperature. The best temperature for CHP modified by HMDI is around 508C. The linkage
between HMDI and the surface of CHP is a urethane linkage as CHP–O–CO–NH–(CH2)6–N¼C¼O. After further treatment, the
terminal group of CHP treated with HMDI (MCHP) will be converted into a primary amine group as the formula of CHP–O–CO–

NH–(CH2)6–NH2. If reaction temperature is 608C, long extension chain will occur with a urea linkage between the isocyanate
groups as the formula of CHP–O–CO–NH–(CH2)6–(NH–CO–NH–(CH2)6)n–NH2. At reaction temperature higher than 608C, the
HMDI will become prepolymerized forms in solution. The prepolymerized forms such as allophanate, biuret, uretidione and urea
linkage will turn the solution into gel type mixture, which will lead to low grafted yield of HMDI on CHP. When MCHP prepared at

the temperature 208C, there is no evidence of long extension but the grafted yield is the lowest only 0.9wt% around.# 2001 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The regeneration of physiologically and physically
competent bone in deficient skeleton sites can be an
elusive goal. To accelerate the healing of bone defects or
to enable to heal at all, it is often necessary to fill them

with suitable substance. Autogenic graft has been
proven as the most suitable graft for bone defect with
the properties of osteoinduction and osteoconduction
[1]. But the source and amount of the graft are limited,
which cannot be used in an extensive bone defect.
Allogenic and xenogenic grafts also have some limits in
immunology, revascularization, and risk of infection [2].
The degree of care which is required today for choosing,
checking, and storing allogenic transplants makes this
technique prohibitively expensive, and precludes its
general application [1,2].
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Over the last decades, many efforts have been made to
develop new materials for bone substitutes. Among
these, calcium phosphates and bioactive glass have been
proven to be biocompatibile and bioactive materials that
can chemically bond with bone, and have been success-
fully used clinically for repair of bone defects and
augmentation of osseous tissue [3,4]. However, those
bioceramics have only the property of osteoconduction
without any osteoinduction [5]. The success of the
autogenous graft is due to a two-phase phenomenon of
repair. The two steps involve direct transfer of viable
osteoblasts with the graft and the release of inductive and
growth factors from the transplanted bone matrix [6].
The harnessing of these polypeptides and protein factors
with a biodegradable, biocompatible delivery system for
bone regeneration has been the focus of our efforts.
Growth and differentiation factors lack sufficient

structure to prevent soft-tissue prolapsed into bony
ablation. Consequently, these factors require a delivery
system that would prevent soft-tissue prolapsed and
maximize the interaction between the osteoinductive
agent and marrow stromal cells. As bone regenerates,
the implant should biodegrade. Monolithic block and
disk systems have been developed to deliver bone
regenerative factors locally and prevent soft-tissue col-
lapse into bone defects. However, monolithic systems
occlude the bone marrow cavity, which is the most
plentiful source of osteoprogenitor cells. To overcome this
drawback, our group is developing a multi-phase system
bone implant that consists of a biodegradable ceramic
with surface modified by organic molecules, which will
play a role as a connector between osteogenic factors and
biodegradable ceramics. The organic molecules will
provide an effective means to manipulate the surface
properties of the biodegradable ceramic. There are two
ways to modify the surface of the biodegradable ceramic
by organic molecules. The first one is through surface
adsorption. It is known that many polymers and proteins
can be firmly adsorbed onto the surface of the ceramics.
The second approach is to graft organic molecules
through covalent bonding to the hydroxyl groups that
are available in the surface of the ceramics [7–10].
In 1996, Qing Liu and K de Groot have studied the

reactivity of isocyanate with hydroxyapatite. They
showed there was covalent bond between isocyanate
and hydroxyapatite [11–12]. Under comparable condi-
tions, hexamethylene diisocyanate (HMDI) was more
suitable to modify hydroxyapatite surface with polymer
[12], such as PEG, PEG/PBT or PMMA etc. [11,13–15].
However, there had been no direct evidence that the
surface hydroxyl group was involved in these reactions.
In the study, calcium hydrogenphosphate (CaHPO4,
CHP) would be the candidate ceramic due to its
property of biodegradation and higher content of
hydroxyl group on the surface of the crystal, which will
be used to crosslink with the organic molecules. HMDI

was used as coupling agent to modify the surface of
CHP. After surface modified, CHP will be grafted with
HMDI molecule by a urethane linkage and left an amine
group in the tail. The amine tail will be designed to graft
with osteogenic factors or Chinese herb medicines to
promote osteogenesis in the future. In the study, FTIR,
DTA/TGA, 13C- and 31P-NMR will be used to
characterize the modified surface of CHP [16–20].

2. Materials and methods

HMDI was purchased from Aldrich and used in the
experiments without further purification. CaHPO4,
CHP powder was prepared by heating calcium hydro-
gen-phosphate dihydrate (CaHPO4 � 2H2O) at 2008C for
about 8 h, which has been proven as pure CHP both by
FTIR and X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectroscopy.
Dimethyl formamide (Aldrich, DMF) was purified with
distillation and stored over molecular sieves of 4 (AA. Both
hydroquinone and dibutyltin dilaurate used without
purification were purchased from Acros.

2.1. The grafting procedure

A typical procedure for CHP surface modification is
briefly described as follows. 12 g of dried CaHPO4
powder with an average grain size of about 0.1 mm,
150ml of DMF, dibutyltin dilaurate (0.12ml) and
hydroquinone (200mg) were put into a 250ml flask. In
the system, dibutyltin dilaurate and hydroquinone were
used as catalyst and inhibitor, respectively. The flask
was then stirred for 1 h in N2 atmosphere with a flow
rate of 100ml/min to make sure the reaction in water
free condition. 6ml HMDI was added to the flask
subsequently. The reaction was kept at a certain
temperature under N2 protection for 4 h to graft HMDI
onto the surface of CHP, which was as so-called surface
modified CHP (MCHP). The MCHP powder was
filtered and washed with DMF for three times to
remove excess HMDI-oligomer. MCHP was then
further washed with acetone for three times to remove
the residual DMF.

2.2. FTIR spectroscopy

Fourier transformation infrared (FTIR) spectra were
recorded in the region of 650–4000 cm�1 with a
resolution of 2 cm�1 in 100 scans by a diffusive reflection
mode. Jasco FT/IR 410 series spectrometer (Tokyo,
Japan) equipped with a DLATGS KBr (deuterated light
attenuated triglycine sulfate with potassium bromide
windows) detectors was used in the study. The high-
intensity source offers practically better signal to noise
and sensitivity when compared to a conventional
nichrome light source. The upper spectrum was
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obtained with new light source, and the lower window
was obtained with a conventional nichrome light source.
10mg MCHP powder was mixed with 100mg KBr
powder, which was used as dilute agent during analysis.
The standard analysis program includes all data
processing functions used in IR analysis. The program
includes peak detection, baseline correction, KK con-
version, KM conversion, curve fitting, de-convolution,
and may other programs. In addition to the standard
data format, spectral data can be saved in JACMP-DX
or text formats for use in other analysis programs. All
the data can be retrieved and utilized within spectra
Manager.
HMDI grafted on the surface of CHP is only a

relatively small amount that will lead to a weak
absorption on IR. In the study, MCHP powder would
be treated by 10% nitric acid aqueous to remove the
ceramic part. Both 10% nitric acid treated and non-
treated MCHP will be used to FTIR analysis later.

2.3. Thermal analysis (DTA/TGA)

The thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) and the
differential thermal analysis (DTA) were performed by a
system of SDT 2960 (TA Instruments, Inc., 109 Lukens
Drive, New Castle, DE 19720). The instrument mea-
sures the amount and rate of weight change of a
specimen, either as a function of increasing temperature,
or isothermally as function of time in air. At the same
time, it can be used to determine the temperatures of
endothermic and exothermic transitions at temperature
up to 15008C. In the study, the analysis temperature was
from room temperature to 6008C at a rate of 208C/min.
20mg MCHP powder was put into a alumina crucible
for analysis and 10mg a-Al2O3 powder was put into the
reference port as reference material. The amount of
HMDI grafted on the surface of CHP was supposed to
be equal to the weight loss during the heating and it
expressed as weight percentage of the powder’s total
weight.

2.4. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

The regular 13C-NMR and 31P-NMR spectra were
collected on a Bruker AVANCE-300 instrument with
13C and 31P frequencies of 75.47 and 121.49MHz,
respectively. The MCHP powder would be treated with
1m NaOHaq and then filtered by filter paper. The
filtered powder would be collected for XRD analysis
later and the filtered solution would be used for 31P-
NMR analysis. As to the sample preparation for 13C-
NMR analysis, MCHP would be dissolved in 20% DCl
solution. 13C-NMR shifts are in ppm relative to external
methanol-d4 (CD3OD) and

31P spectra were relative to
85% H3PO4.

31P non-decoupled NMR model would be
used in the study.

2.5. X-ray diffractometer (XRD)

The crystalline phases of specimens were determined
by Rigaku X-ray powder diffractometer with CuKa

radiation and Ni filter. The scanning range of the
samples was from 108 to 608 with a scanning speed of 48/
min. Crystalline was identified by computer auto-
matched system with standard data file (JCPDS).

3. Results

3.1. Thermal analysis

Fig. 1(a) is the DTA analysis of CHP powder. It
shows that an endothermic peak appears at the
temperature of 455.88C, which is due to the phase
transformation of CHP to dicalcium pyrophosphate
(Ca2P2O7). Fig. 1(b) is the result of TGA analysis of
CHP powder. There is an obvious weight loss at the
temperature of 445–4828C, which is corresponding to
two moles CHP phase transformation accompanied
with one mole H2O loss. Fig. 2(a) is the DTA curve
for MHCP powder that is CHP grafted with HMDI.
There are one exothermic peak and one endothermic
peak at the temperature of 294.68C and 422.28C,
respectively. The endothermic peak at the temperature
of 422.28C is also related with the CHP phase
transformation, which is in agreement with Fig. 1(a).
The exothermic peak at 294.68C is due to HMDI
burning. The TGA curve for MHCP is shown in
Fig. 2(b). It shows two weight loss regions. At the first
region, the weight loss is due to HMDI burning. The
weight loss at the second region is resulted from H2O
loss during the phase transformation of CHP, which is
in agreement with the result of Fig. 1.
In order to elucidate the effect of temperature on the

grafted yield, we grafted HMDI onto the surface of

Fig. 1. (a) DTA curve of CHP powder, and (b) TGA curve of CHP

powder.
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CHP at the temperature of 208C, 308C, 408C, 508C,
608C, and 708C, individually. Fig. 3 shows the TGA
curves of MCHP prepared at different temperatures.
All the curves have two weight loss regions that
are related to organic evaporation and the phase
transformation as described in Figs. 1 and 2. The
amount of weight loss at the first region increases with
the reaction temperature. When the reaction tempera-
ture up to 608C, it has a greatest amount of HMDI
grafted onto the surface of CHP around 18.1wt%.
However, the amount decreases thereafter. The
amount of weight loss at second region shows no
significant difference for each curve as shown in Table 1.
Fig. 4 is the DTA curves for MCHP prepared at
different temperatures. Each curve shows one exo-
thermic peak and one endothermic peak as Fig. 1(a),
where the exothermic one is responsible for HMDI
burning and endothermic one is for the phase transfor-
mation. As Fig. 4 shown, the intensity of exothermic
peak has a positive tendency with the reaction tempera-
ture of HMDI grafting. There is a highest exothermic
peak when MHCP prepared at 608C, but decrease
thereafter.

3.2. NMR analysis

Fig. 5 is the 31P-NMR spectrum of filtered solution
after MCHP treated with 1m NaOH. The spectrum
shows a distinctive resonance peak of 31P–O–C at the
position of 5.74 ppm, which is assigned to the urethane
linkage between HMDI and CHP after reacted. There is
not any multiplet peaks present in the spectrum.
The regular 13C-NMR spectrum and ideal structure

for pure HMDI is shown in Fig. 6(a). There are
eight carbons at main chain on the HMDI
ideal structure. We assigned different number on
each carbon as 1, 2, 3, . . ., 8. There are only four

Fig. 2. DTA curve (a) and the TGA curve (b) of MHCP.

Fig. 3. TGA curves of MCHP prepared at different temperatures.

Table 1

The amount of weight loss in 1st- and 2nd-stage obtained by using TGA

Sample W1st-stage W1st-stage W2nd-stage W2nd-stage NCHP
a NMCHP

a Nreacted-CHP
b Maverage

c

wt% mg wt% mg mmol mmol mmol g/mol

CHP 7.10 0.71 78.88

MCHP

208C 0.9 0.09 7.05 0.70 78.33 0.55 164

308C 4.0 0.40 6.90 0.69 76.66 2.22 180

408C 4.3 0.43 6.87 0.69 76.33 2.55 169

508C 5.6 0.56 6.80 0.68 75.56 3.32 169

608C 18.1 1.81 6.44 0.64 71.56 7.32 247

708C 2.0 0.20 7.00 0.70 77.78 1.10 182

aNCHP, NMCHP=2� (W2nd-stage/18).
bNreacted-CHP=NCHP�NMCHP.
cMaverage=W1st-stage/Nreacted-CHP.
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resonance peaks because HMDI is a symmetrical
structure. C1 and C8, for instance, have the same
environment in the structure so that the peak
should appear at the same position of 121.61 ppm. The
peak at 121.61 ppm is isocyanate group O¼13C¼N,
which will shift to 158.38 ppm after HMDI react with
CHP at the temperature of 508C, as shown in Fig. 6(b).
In Fig. 6(a), the peak of C2 and C7 is at the position
of 42.29 ppm. This peak will shift to 40.12 ppm if the
tailed isocyanate group become an amine group
(Fig. 6(b)). The C2 peak at the Fig. 6(b) will split and
shift to 40.88 ppm.

Fig. 6(c) shows regular 13C-NMR spectrum and
model structure for MCHP prepared at 608C. The
spectrum also have a peak around the position of
159.03 ppm but shows a side resonance peak at the
position of 159.95 ppm. The side peak is due to HMDI
molecule prepolymerization and graft to MCHP, which
causes grafting main chain to long extension. The side
peak also occurs at the other peaks because of long
chain extension.

3.3. FTIR analysis

Fig. 7(a) is the FTIR spectrum of CHP, which shows
a typically CHP spectrum. Fig. 7(b) shows the spectrum
of MCHP without 10% nitric acid treatment. There are
several extra peaks appeared on the MCHP pattern but
the intensity of the extra peaks is very weak. In this
study, ceramic part of MCHP will be removed with 10%
nitric acid treatment and then analyzed by FTIR. We
did not observe any absorption band of isocyanate
group (O¼C¼N–R) on the spectrum of MCHP, as
arrowhead on Fig. 7(b). It can be deduced that all the
isocyanate groups are involved into the grafting reac-
tion.
Fig. 7(c) are the FTIR pattern of MCHP with 10%

nitric acid treatment. The presence of urethane peaks are
at 3138, 1716, 1580, 1479, 1255, and 1077 cm�1. The
peak at 3138 cm�1 is assigned to N–H stretching
vibration. 1580 cm�1 was the combination of N–H
deformation and C–N stretching vibration and at
1255 cm�1 was the absorption band of combination C–
N and C–O stretching vibration. A weak peak at
1716 cm�1 was the urethane carbonyl group. It is worthy
note that a very clear peak can be observed at the
position around 1100–1050 cm�1, which is resulted from
asymmetric stretching vibration of P–O–C group.
In addition, the absorption bands at 1520, 1479 and

1439 cm�1 are due to carbonyl coupled with N–H and
N–C–N stretching vibration, respectively. It reflects that
secondary urea linkage is existed when MCHP preparedFig. 4. DTA curves for MCHP prepared at different temperatures.

Fig. 5. 31P-NMR non-decoupled spectrum of the filtered solution after MCHP treated with 1m NaOHaq.
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above 608C. Some peaks at 3327, 1615 and 773 cm�1

were assigned to deformation and stretching vibration
of NH2. The absorption bands at 2930, 2857, 1461 and
773 are asymmetrical vibration, symmetrical vibration,
skeleton vibration, and deformation vibration of –CH2,
respectively. The other one distinct absorption band at
1402 cm�1 is responsible for –CH2 deformation band
with an adjacent phosphorous group.
Fig. 8 summaries the FTIR spectra of MCHP

prepared at the different temperatures. The intensity of
urethane absorption bands at 1716, 1580, and 1255 cm�1

increase with the reaction temperature. The intensity of
those peaks then goes down after temperature over
608C. The intensity of the absorption bands at 1520 and
1479 cm�1 assigned to urea group also increase with the
reaction temperature. When the reaction temperature
above 708C, the urea peaks cannot be observed because
HMDI becomes pre-polymerized gel forms.

4. Discussion

The isocyanate group employed surface modification
has high reactivity. They often occur in prepolymerized
forms or as biuret or isocyanurate adducts. Typically,
there are three side reactions for isocyanate. The first is
the branching due to the additional reaction. The
isocyanate group reacts with active hydrogen from a
urethane linkage or a urea linkage to give allophanate
linkages or biuret linkages. The second is caused by
water contaminating the polymerization system. The
isocyanate group can react with the water to give an
amine and CO2. This amine reacts immediately with
another isocyanate group to give a urea compound. The
urea compound can be formed with the chain extending
reaction. The third is originated from the isomerization
of the isocyanate group. Two isocyanate groups can
dimerize to form the uretidion compound. Three

Fig. 6. 13C-NMR spectra of (a) pure HMDI, (b) the filtered solution of MCHP (prepared at 508C) after treated with 1m NaOH (c) the filtered
solution of MCHPM (prepared at 608C) after treated with 1m NaOH.
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isocyanate groups can trimerize to give a triazinetrion
derivative, which is very stable and incorporated into
the polymer chain as a kind of branching point. Because
of technological developments, NMR becomes the most
useful method for the chemical characterization of these
compounds [21–24].
There is only one endothermic peak at the tempera-

ture of 455.88C and one weight loss at the same
temperature (Fig. 1). It is due to CHP decomposition
with one water molecule weight loss and the phase
transformation [25]. The CHP decomposition is as
follows:

2CaHPO4 ! Ca2P2O7þH2O ðat 40025008CÞ: ð1Þ

After CHP treated with HMDI, there are two peaks
on the DTA pattern and two-stage weight loss on the
TGA pattern as shown in Fig. 2. The endothermic
peak and the second weight loss at the temperature
of 422.28C is due to CHP decomposition. The exo-
thermic peak and the first weight loss at the temperature
of 294.68C is due to HMDI burning, which is
grafted onto the surface of CHP. With the reaction
temperature increased, the first weight loss was
increasing (Fig. 3). When the reaction temperature up
to 608C, the weight loss at 294.68C is about 18.1wt%
that is much higher than that of any other reaction
temperatures.

We can suppose that HMDI grafted on the surface of
CHP is as formulae of [CHP–O–CO–NH–(CH2)6–
N¼C¼O] or as so-called MCHP (Fig. 9(a)). P–O–CO–
NH–R will be called the urethane linkage later.
The urethane linkage can be proven from the spectra
of 31P-NMR (Fig. 5), 13C-NMR (Fig. 6), and FTIR
(Figs. 7 and 8), respectively. If the reaction temperature
lower than 608C, chain extension will not occur in the
system.
When HMDI grafted on the surface of CHP at the

reaction temperature of 608C, MCHP will have a long
extension chain, which can be formulated as [CHP–O–
CO–NH–(CH2)6–(NH–CO–NH–(CH2)6)n–N¼C¼O].
The HMDI grafted on the CHP will link other HMDI
together with urea linkage of R–NH–CO–NH–R0.
We can observe the resonance peaks and absorption
bands of urea linkage on the patterns of 13C-NMR
(Fig. 6) and FTIR (Figs. 7 and 8), respectively.
We can abbreviate the [CHP–O–CO–NH–(CH2)6–
(NH–CO–NH–(CH2)6)n–N¼C¼O] as MCHPM. The
long extension will lead to more organic derivatives
on the tail of HMDI (Fig. 9(b)). The long exten-
sion chain also causes the weight loss at 294.68C of
MCHPM much higher than that of any other reaction
temperatures.
Once the reaction temperature up to 708C, HMDI will

become various prepolymerized forms with a gel type

Fig. 7. FTIR spectra of (a) CHP powder, (b) MCHP without nitric acid treatment, and (c) MCHP with nitric acid treatment. Urethane (m); urea

(*); amine (n); –CH2 (*).
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Fig. 8. The FTIR spectra of (a) CHP powder, (b) MCHP prepared at 208C, (c) MCHP prepared at 308C, (d) MCHP prepared at 408C, (e) MCHP
prepared at 508C, (f) MCHP prepared at 608C, and (g) MCHP prepared at 708C. Urethane (m); urea (*).

Fig. 9. The brief scheme of HMDI grafted on the surface CHP at different temperatures. (a) MCHP prepared lower than 608C, (b) MCHP prepared
at 608C (MCHPM), and (c) MCHP prepared higher than 608C.
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mixture so that only a small amount of HMDI grafted
on the surface of CHP (Fig. 9(c)). The result reflects the
weight loss at 294.68C of MCHP prepared at 708C turns
down very much (Fig. 3). When MCHP prepared
temperature higher than 708C (808C for instance), there
is not any HMDI grafted on the surface of CHP. The
DTA/TGA pattern of MCHP prepared at 808C is
similar to that of CHP, which shows no exothermic peak
and first weight loss any more.
In addition, one molecular HMDI should react with

one hydroxyl group, which located on the surface of
CHP. W2nd-stage in Table 1 is the secondary weight loss
of CHP or MCHP. If W2nd-stage divided by molecular
weight of H2O (MW ¼ 18), it can be in terms of the
molecular number of CaHPO4 in CHP or MCHP as
described NCHP or NMCHP in Table 1, respectively. NCHP
is the molecular number of CaHPO4 in CHP, while
NMCHP is the molecular number of CaHPO4 in MCHP.
We can calculate the molecular number of CHP reacted
with HMDI (Nreacted-CHP) in MCHP as following
equation:

Nreacted-CHP ¼ ðNCHP �NMCHPÞ: ð2Þ

We can obtain the average molecular weight of HMDI
derivatives grafted on the surface of CHP by Eq. (3) as
follows:

Maverage ¼W1st-stage=Nreacted-CHP: ð3Þ

Maverage can be regarded as average molecular weight
of the organic part in MCHP, as underlined part of
CHP–O–CO–NH–(CH2)6–N=C=O. The theoretical
molecular weight of HMDI is 168 g/mole. The Maverage
of MCHP prepared in 208C, 308C, 408C, and 508C is
164, 180, 169, and 169 g/mole, respectively. TheMaverage
of MCHP prepared in 308C, 408C, and 508C is very
close to the theoretical molecular weight of HMDI. It
reflects that there is no extension chain or HMDI
prepolymerization to be happened in MCHP prepared
at those temperatures. When the reaction temperature
up to 608C (MCHPM), theMaverage is 247 g/mole that is
much higher than theoretical molecular weight of
HMDI. The Maverage of MCHPM is the average
molecular weight of organic part of MCHPM as
underlined part of CHP–O–CO–NH–(CH2)6–(NH–
CO–NH–(CH2)6)n–N=C=O. We can expect that exten-
sion chain should be happened once MCHP prepared at
608C. If reaction temperature is 708C, HMDI occurs
prepolymerization that leads to only very small amount
of HMDI grafted on the surface of CHP (W1st-stage in
Table 1). The Maverage also goes down due to HMDI
prepolymeration. When the preparation temperature
over 808C, there is not any HMDI grafted on CHP
because of prepolymerization taking place seriously.
The cross-linking between CHP and HMDI only

happens in very surface of MCHP. Before analysis,
ceramic part of MCHP should be removed and organic

part of MCHP as underlined part of CHP–O–CO–NH–
(CH2)6–N=C=O should be left. In order to characterize
HMDI derivatives, MCHP were hydrolyzed with a 1m
NaOH solution. The precipitate of MCHP treated with
1m NaOH solution was identified as an amorphous
hydroxylapatite (Hap), which can be identified by XRD
(Fig. 10). We can figure that the surface of CHP treated
with HMDI can be regarded as CHP-R, where R is –O–
CO–NH–(CH2)6–N¼C¼O. CHP at high pH may be
followed by its transformation to Hap via the formation
of octacalcium phosphate, which may serve as a
template for Hap growth. Therefore, the CHP-R and
CHP may co-precipitate as a poorly crystalline Hap in
alkaline solution. The R–PO4

�2 may stay in the filtered
solution and used for 31P non-decoupled NMR analysis.
We give a formula for these results as Eq. (4).

CHP-RðsÞþCHPðsÞ ! HapðsÞþRPO
�2
4 ðaqÞ

ðat alkaline solutionÞ: ð4Þ

In Fig. 5, the 31P non-decoupled NMR spectra of the
filtered solution showed only a sharp singlet peak at
5.7 ppm and without orthophosphate ions at 4.31 ppm
[16]. From the result, we could make sure that the
HMDI derivatives (on the surface of MCHP) could be
taken out from MCHP by 1m NaOH solution. The
presence of single peak can be regards as the formation
of organic phosphate [16]. It is worthy note that no
multiple peaks can be observed near the resonance of
organic phosphate. It reflects that P–O–C bond is
formed between HMDI and CHP through the reaction
of isocyanates and hydroxyl. There are not any
hydrogen bonded to the a-carbon because 31P–O–C1H
couple is not found in the 31P resonance.

Fig. 10. The XRD patterns of (a) CHP powder, (b) the precipitate of

MCHP treated with 1m NaOHaq, and (c) the precipitate heated at

12008C. Hydroxyapatite (}).
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Generally speaking, the reaction of isocyanate group
with hydroxyl groups can form a urethane linkage,
which is characterized by a secondary amide absor-
ption bands in FTIR (Fig. 7(c)). The carbonyl
absorption band at 1695–1615 cm�1 is one of secondary
amide absorption bands. If –P–O–CO–NH existed,
the carbonyl absorption band would be shifting to a
higher wave number of 1716 cm�1. The presence of the
functional group provides the evidence of P–O–CO–NH
bond formed between HMDI and CHP. The other
one absorption band appeared at 1080 cm�1 in Fig. 7(c)
is one of evidence of P–O–C formation, which
is in agreement with the result of 31P non-decoupled
NMR.
After CHP reacted with HMDI, the product will be

put into de-ionized water to convert the terminal group
of MCHP (as underlined of CHP–O–CO–NH–(CH2)6–
N=C=O) into primary amine group (–NH2). The three
amine absorption bands were clearly identified at 3327,
1615 and 773 cm�1. Fig. 7 shows no isocyanate absorp-
tion band at 2200 cm�1. We can tell that all the
isocyanate groups do not exist in the MCHP any more.
It indicates that the final product of CHP reacted with
HMDI should be CHP–O–CO–NH–(CH2)6–NH2,
which is the formation of phosphate urethane and has
a terminal amine group.
In Fig. 8(f ), two absorption bands corresponding to

urea linkage (R–NH–CO–NH–R0) can be observed at
1520 and 1439 cm�1, which can not be traced at the
spectra of MCHP prepared in the temperature lower
than 608C. As discussed in the previous sections, the
long extension will progressively formed when MCHP
prepared at the temperature of 608C. Furthermore,
Fig. 6(c) shows regular 13C-NMR spectrum and model
structure for MCHP prepared at 608C. The spectrum
also has a peak around the position of 159.03 ppm but
shows a side resonance peak at the position of
159.95 ppm. The side peak is due to HMDI molecule
prepolymerization and graft to MCHP, which causes
grafting main chain to long extension at 608C.
There are several types of linkage to be formed

during isocyanate reaction, such as urea, allophanate,
biuret and uretidion. For determined the detail
structure of products, the products would be hydrolysis
by 20% DCl and analyzed by 13C-NMR in liquid
state. In Fig. 6, a small resonance appeared at
159.9 ppm. The chemical shift of the resonance peak
was too high to consider it as allophanate, biuret and
uretidion. It was reasonable to assign the resonance as
urea linkage. The urea linkage formation also supports
the long extension chain with a higher first weight loss
when MCHP prepared at 608C.
If the reaction temperature higher than 608C,

allophanate, biuret and uretidion may also form other
than urea linkage, as called prepolymerization. How-
ever, we cannot detect any absorption bands or

resonance peaks of urea linkage both in FTIR and
NMR. It is because most of HMDI are prepolymerized
together and form a gel type in solution so that only a
small amount of HMDI grafted on the CHP. That
provides another evidence for first weight loss of MCHP
prepared in 708C relatively small.

5. Conclusions

In the study, we successfully modified the surface of
CHP with coupling agent of HMDI). The first weight
loss in TGA pattern was increasing with the reaction
temperature. When MCHP prepared at the temperature
of 608C (MCHPM), the weight loss at 294.68C is about
18.1wt% that is much higher than that of any other
reaction temperatures. MCHPM will have a long
extension chain, which can be formulated as [CHP–O–
CO–NH–(CH2)6–(NH–CO–NH–(CH2)6)n–N¼C¼O].
Once the reaction temperature up to 708C, HMDI will
become various prepolymerized forms with a gel type
mixture so that only a small amount of HMDI grafted
on the surface of CHP. We suggest that the better
temperature for CHP modified by HMDI be around
30–508C.
The linkage between HMDI and the surface of CHP

is a urethane linkage as CHP–O–CO–NH–(CH2)6–
N¼C¼O. After further treatment, the terminal group
of MCHP will be converted into a primary amine group
as the formula of CHP–O–CO–NH–(CH2)6–NH2. If
MCHP prepared at 608C, long extension chain will
occur with a urea linkage between the isocyanate group
as the formula of CHP–O–CO–NH–(CH2)6–(NH–CO–
NH–(CH2)6)n–NH2. If MCHP prepared higher than
608C, the HMDI will be prepolymerized together, where
allophanate, biuret and uretidion may also form. We
cannot detect any absorption bands or resonance peaks
of urea linkage both in FTIR and NMR. It is because
most of HMDI are prepolymerized together and form a
gel type in solution so that only a small amount of
HMDI grafted on the CHP.
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